
Testimonial: Dispensary of  Hope

 In 2015, the Dispensary of  Hope began its partnership with Creative Communications.  We had 
started on a very ambitious campaign to grow a charitable medication distributorship into a national 
movement helping to fill one-millions prescriptions a year. With such an ambitious goal, we brought on 
Creative Communications to help design the campaign to expand our network of  pharmaceutical donors 
and partnered Dispensing Sites.  Three years later, we have used the messages and materials Creative 
Communications developed with us to establish a multi-state network fulfilling our million-script goal.  
Creative Communications produced several videos, each designed around specific messaging and a 
particular audience; all are quite effective.  Plus, the website designed by Creative Communications was 
stellar and dramatically increased prospect partner inquires. The tools communicated our vision for a world 
with greater medication access to all. We are extremely happy with Creative Communication and the results 
for our enterprise.  

The most impactful benefit Dispensary of  Hope gained in working with Creative Communications was 
clarifying the purpose of  our work -the “why.”  In discerning the immutable reasons for the existence of  
our social enterprise, we gained the ability to create a brand identity that won over donors and partners.  
Creative Communications was central to the discernment process.  We are grateful for the gifts and passion 
of  this outstanding partnership with Creative Communications.

Creative Communications is an essential part of  our team; one that has given us access to amazing new 
ideas and an interaction with an amazing staff. We are grateful for the wins that they have helped us make.

Chris Palombo
CEO, Dispensary of  Hope

Our relationship with Dispensary of  Hope began with a Vision & Values consultation, followed by the production of  a series 
of  video assets, web development, and print collatoral. We now serve as their communications team; advising leadership and 
providing overall communications direction for the organization.


